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Door-to-door salesmen cause many complaints

By Wayne Markham

A recurrence of complaints from students about door-to-door salesmen has brought a word of advice from two persons.

The SIU assistant legal counsel, Bob Ariz, alarmed by four complaints last week alone, cautions students to know the law. Under Illinois law purchasers have a three day grace period in which to cancel sales made door-to-door.

The catch, however, is whether or not the purchaser invited the salesman to the door, according to Harry Weeks, executive director of the Carbondale Chamber of Commerce.

The Chamber serves as the official clearing house for complaints from buyers and Weeks has a long memory of tricks salesmen use.

Peddlers try to circumvent the law by getting customers to invite them to their homes. This usually involves a phone call prior to the visit, Weeks said.

Another ploy used by salesmen to get buyer confidence is pretending to be part of a survey, Ariz said the four students who brought in complaints last week indicated such a trick had been tried on them.

As long as the customer does not invite the salesman to the home and the purchase involves more than $60, the three-day law applies, Weeks said.

The law, which protects unsuspecting buyers from high-pressure salesmen, was passed by the Illinois legislature last January.

Three years ago some 30 Carbondale residents were bilked out of approximately $3,000 by one encyclopedia salesman who left town before the authorities could catch him, according to Weeks.

All four complaints received by Ariz last week were about encyclopedia salesmen, but Weeks indicated an equally suspicious figure is the cookingware peddler.

The Chamber director had at least one case on record where an 18-year-old Carbondale girl, talked into purchasing a several hundred dollar set of aluminum pots and pans, made a sizeable deposit on the purchase.

Military recruiters moved in University Center shuffle

Military and other personnel recruiters desiring space in the University Center will be offered room in the first floor lounge area near the entrance to the Ballrooms, according to Clarence Dougherty, director of the center.

The recent policy change by the administration, while closing Room H of the Center to recruiters, makes no mention of accommodations for them when they arrive to interview.

The lounge area selected, possibly no more than a temporary solution, offered the most appropriate accommodating for both the military recruiters and for students wishing to talk with them, Dougherty said.

Dougherty already has notified recruiters scheduled for future visits to SIU about the policy change. The Women's Army Selection Team and the Air Force Team have agreed to use the lounge area.

Military recruiters moved in University Center shuffle

Police enforce parking rules; ticket violators

Enforcement of parking regulations on campus began Monday, and at University police moved in many drivers moved out, At least that's the way it looked to Carbondale city police.

Cars lined both sides of many streets adjacent to the campus including Chautauqua, Whitney, Elizabeth and Hill, according to Jack Hazel, Carbondale police chief.

Complaints from residents in the 100 block of Hill brought city police to the scene and 14 tickets were issued to improperly parked vehicles.

The cars, which were packed tightly on both sides of the narrow street, had restricted travel to one lane in the early morning traffic, Hazel said.

No parking signs appear only occasionally in this residential area and Hazel said police will not ticket the autos as long as they are properly parked in an area free of no parking signs.

Officials to host forum

The first in a series of "question and answer" periods between University administrators and the University community is scheduled for 3 p.m., Wednesday in the coffee area on the second floor of the University Center.

Chancellor Robert W. MacVicar, Wilbur Mouton, dean of students, and Sam Panayotovich, student body president, will host the meeting.

At the open forum students, faculty, civil service workers, and other interested persons will have an opportunity to discuss any issue or topic with these administrators and the student government representative.

The meeting will be unstructured, according to Mouton, with the hope of bringing the students up to date on any questions they may have on University policy.

(Continued on page 9)

Off-campus parking crowded

This scene on Whitney Street was typical of scenes occurring Monday on several streets adjacent to campus. Jack Hazel, police chief, said it appears that many motorists, most presumably students, are parking off-campus now because of the new parking regulations which Security Police began enforcing Monday. (Photo by Dave Lynn)
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Gus Bode

'Hey, Salukis won one'

Gus says that if the Chancellor achieves his goal of student participation in running the University, it will be interesting to see if the protesters demonstrate against themselves.

Smiling his approval of the first Saluki football victory this season, the 220-pound St. Bernard owned by LEAM social fraternity. Barry attends each home game. See story on Saluki victory, page 16.

(Photoby Chuck Rydlewski)
**Student democracy federation awaiting official acceptance**

By Dan Van Atta

A group of dissident students are taking the steps necessary to form a local chapter of Students for a Democratic Society. The group is awaiting the approval of the Student Senate and the Dean of Students office requisite to becoming an appointed student organization.

Roger Sullivan, a 20-year-old junior and a spokesperson for the group, said the organization is working to provide a means of bringing discontented elements of the student body together.

"We just want a place to meet and discuss methods of action to deal with what we consider injustices—or whatever," said Sullivan.

The group held its first meeting at an informal setting at an off-campus house Sunday, according to Sullivan. About 20 students attended.

Sullivan, who is a member of the SDS at the University of Chicago (Illinois-Circle campus) for four quarters before transferring to Southern Illinois, is a leader of the organization.

"We're a democratic organization, or as our name indicates," said Sullivan. "We're non-leader-directed or a personality cult. We're self-directed or decentralized, cooperative work for a common cause."

What is the cause?

"As a result of Chicago disturbances centering around the Democratic National Convention held in Chicago last month, many students have intensified their political consciousness. We want to provide an outlet for the young political left."

Sullivan said the SDS will not work in conflict with the Southern Illinois Peace Committee.

"Many students feel the peace committee is fine—but we just want to add a few more points. We will deal with other problems besides the war, but there will be no rivalry with the peace committee, and I suspect much of the membership will overlap."

The major issue concerning students today is the housing situation—both on and off-campus—according to Sullivan.

He said this is the first issue with which SDS will deal. Also at issue will be the presence of military recruiters as the University Center, said He. He does not believe their removal from Area H of the center is enough to settle the issue.

National affiliation in the SDS is primarily a monetary matter, said Sullivan.

"We will collect dues and send them in and receive literature from the national headquarters," he said. "But we will function autonomously and will not be responsible to the national leader."

He said the local chapter would, want a multi-faceted, multi-member SDS to provide a more democratic framework for the members.

Sullivan refused to comment on tactics to be employed by the group. The Dean of Students was not available for comment Wednesday on the organization's becoming accepted.

**State helps child camp**

By Ingrid Tarver

Gov. Samuel H. Shapiro's proposal for additional mental health services is the topic of a significant change in the present social service system at the SIU Little Grassy facilities, said Little Grassy conducts a two-week summer camping sessions for children from state-supported institutions.

Price said he is under the impression that the new proposal would expand the summer program at Little Grassy to include children from state-supported day camps as well as from state institutions.

"The state has paid the expenses of the summer camping sessions from state institutions up to now," he said.

The summer camping program runs continuously from June to September. In the past, children from such state centers as Warren G. Murray, in addition to the Little Grassy Lake campus at SIU would accommodate up to 3,000 children a year. This would bring state costs for mental health services to the next billion to approximately $20 billion.
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Campus activities

Probalional students meeting set

FM radio to probe Olympics

Carl Sandburg's life subject

of WSIU-TV NET Festival

Please push me the questionnaire for CUPID COMPUTER.

Name ____________________________
Address ___________________________

Cupid Computer
225 East University
Champaign, Ill. 61820

Study hints meeting for pro-

bational students by Mrs.
Dorothy Ramp, supervisor
for academic probational stu-
dents. 6-10:30 p.m., Pul-

liam Hall Room 17.

Payroll Division: Student time
card distribution, 8:30 a.m.-
4:30 p.m., University Center
Cenere Misissippi Room.

General Studies Division:
Luncheon, 11:30 a.m.-
1 p.m., University Center
Ohio and Illinois Rooms.

College of Liberal Arts and
Sciences: Religious studies
luncheon, 12 noon, Univer-
sity Center Sangamon
Room.

Phyiscs Department: Lunch-
con, 12 noon, University
Center Lake and Missouri
Rooms.

University Center Board: Dine-
ner-meeting, 5:30 p.m., Uni-
versity Center Kas-
ka-kak Room.

Egyptian Dinner Club Dinner,
7 p.m., University
Center Ballroom B.

SIU Intramural Office:
"Hold-in-One" Golf Tour-
nament, 3-5 p.m., east of
McAndrew Stadium.

Arnold Air Society: Meeting,
9-11 p.m., Wheeler Hall 107.

Circle K: Meeting, 8-10 p.m.,
Agriculture Building Room
214.

SIU Pre-Medical and Pre-

Denial Society: Meeting, 8-
10 p.m., French Auditorium,
Life Science Building.

Inter-Varsity Christian Fel-

lowship: Meeting, 3-4 p.m.,
Morris Library Lounge.

Pre-Law Club: Meeting, 8-
11 p.m., General Class-
room Building Room 121.

Data F.Keasing: Meeting,
Auditorium, Wham Educa-
tion Building.

Southern Illinois Veterans
Corporation: Meeting, 9-
10:30 p.m., Muckelroy Au-
tditorium, Agriculture Build-

ing.

Alpha Zeta: Meeting, 8-11
p.m., Agriculture Seminar
Room.

Southern Illinois Peace Com-

mittee: Meeting, 9 p.m.,
Home -Economics Family
Living Laboratory.

Southern Illinois Peace Com-

mittee: Meeting, 7 p.m.,
University Center Room C,
Interfaith Council: Meeting,
1-2 p.m., University Cen-
ter Room C.

"All right, mom, all right. I won't forget to buy the
Obelisk and Centaur Tinsel for Christ-
time. I get them both mean a lot to me in a few
years. Now all I need is the $3.50."

This week your Obelisk salesman will be at:

University Center Area H 8-8:30

WSIU-TV8

Father Headquarters
For
The Men & Women Of SIU

Have A Sea Food Party
This Weekend

ABC party store has:

Herring

Minced Clams

Canned Shrimp

Portuguese Sardines

Imported Caviar

FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE

A Delicious Assortment Of Lunchmeat

Famous Favorites From All The World Over

Excellent New & Old World Cheeses

COKES, COFFEE, MILK & SNACKS

ABC Also Has Delivery Service

Mon-Thur Open Til Midnight
Fri & Sat Open Til 1 AM
Editorial

Unrealized goals

Chancellor Robert MacVicar's goal for more student participation in SUU policy decisions is admirable, but such a goal, even when promised, has not been achieved in the past.

MacVicar said at a recent Convocation he hopes for a University "in which students participate more fully in the determination of University policy and the conduct of University affairs."

The statement followed one made a year earlier by Willibor Moulton, dean of students, who said that student voices "... will be heard and respected." Last year student voices were not heard.

In succession late last year, KA, a student opinion weekly, was banned; the price of parking fees was increased; and parking areas for students were pushed farther from campus.

The Trustees did say that if a student could qualify for the minimum silver sticker, he could purchase a red decal, which would allow parking campus. However, this costs a student $20 more than the $5 charge for a silver decal. These decisions affected both students and faculty, both should have had a hand in the decision-making process.

MacVicar's goal of student participation in policy determination is praiseworthy. It is hoped that the new Chancellor can reach his goal where others have failed.

George Knueyer

Editorial

New war phase

The Vietnam war entered a tragic new phase recently when the reconditioned battleship New Jersey, first of the big ships to be in action since Korea war, made its debut by plummeting the de-militarized zone with 2,700-pound shells from its 16-inch guns.

Military strategists, unable to win the war with the weapons of the 1960s, found a new weapon to add firepower from weapons of the past. If this is not sufficient firepower or speed, the logical step would seem to be resorting to the more sophisticated weapons of the future.

Perhaps a more sensible step is to seek an honorable peace.

Jim Hatton

Reader snubs 'tradition' for joining fraternity

To the Editor:

Where are you at? Or at least where is Phi Kappa Tau's advertising department at? I call attention to an ad in the Egyptian during the fall term which read: "Tradition, Rush Phi Kappa Tau--Oldest Fraternity on campus."

To think that someone might actually join, or even consider joining a "fraternal" organization because of tradition, is pathetic indeed. What is it about being "traditional" that could possibly be appealing? What is it about being the "oldest fraternity on campus" that could possibly be admirable? What is it about being grand and dad did it, that's the thing to do? Baby, I hope not.

Whether this idea of doing the traditional thing reflects the thinking of Phi Kappa Tau's most creative minds, or just the general attitude of our Greek system, doesn't really matter. What really does matter is the general idea of thinking which exists today, that being "it was the right thing because that is what always has been done."

I hope I live to see the day when people start thinking of what they are worth to them as individuals today, and not what they were worth to their grandparents back in the middle ages.

Roger Harris

An editor's viewpoint

Why not tell what's good about America?

By Jenkins Lloyd Jones

Last month in New York there was a dinner with a double feature -- two dinner meeting under the auspices of The Center of American Living, Inc. And the general purpose was to see if what's good about America couldn't get a little publicity.

Chairman and spark plug of this affair was Lady Malcolm Douglas -- luminous and思想-oriented Bostonian whose titled English background was added years ago flying his own plane across the Congo Jungles. The program had plenty of vantage.

Dr. Frederic Wertham, the eminent psychiatrist, spoke on "The Cult of Violence."

Bosley Crowther, the retired New York Times motion picture critic, asked, "Where are the Heroes of Today?"

More than the attorney, the demanded "Equal Time for the Good."" Danger Signals on Broadway," Leonard Evans, editor of the negro newspaper supplement Tuesday, wondered when word was going to be given to the Negroes who are doing splendidly.

Mrs. Earl Hubbard, wife of the celebrated artist described "The Destructive Power of Valuelessness."

The center for American Living describes itself as "a collection of concern for the quality of life and the spirit. It is a sort of religion." And, "the center seeks to locate, cultivate and communicate widely affirmative trends in contemporary civilization as opposed to those of a negative and destructive nature. It believes that fundamental values and great ideals may be lost for the future unless positive action is taken to preserve and develop them in the present generation."

"The center seeks to foster, with the understanding that the 'public' is a collection of individuals, organizations, activities, works which tend to raise the quality of life and lift the spirit. It hopes to give greater resonance to the moral strength of the American tradition, to help us face up to the moral problems of the future in the context of our past."

To tell the truth, I think this was the Negro preacher put it in the old song: "AC-.centuate the positive, eliminate the negative, latch on to the affirmative, and don't mess with Mr. In-Between." Precisely how the center will accomplish its aims is still in the discussion stage. There will be Citations for Excellence, a newsletter calling attention to successful movements toward public responsibility, a communications committee to "attempt" to counterbalance the present tendency of communication media to oversimplify and thus spread behavior which is destructive, eccentric and pathological," luncheon seminars throughout the country, a young people's committee, and so on. How all this will work is not yet known. But it's time somebody tried it. Americans have covered themselves with garbage long enough.

One person heartily supporting President Johnson spoke bitterly of the current vogue for "poor - mouching America."

"We've got it. Never before has a nation tried to do so much good in the world and never before has a nation become so fascinated with its failings. If much of the world has the idea that America is in the last stages of decadence, why blame it? We keep telling 'em."

Our latest International Film American Living. It's high time we washed our faces and swung the camera from the privy to the garden.
Complete control sought by student power rebels

By Robert Betts
Copley News Service
(Last of a series)

Warning that New Left extremists plan another "reign of terror" on the nation's campuses in the fall, FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover said recently, "It is vitally important that this type of militant activity be forestalled.

These students want nothing less than to take control of the campus, to turn it into a military camp. They want complete control of the curriculum, of the administration, of the police force,

It is the Communist Party that is behind this. They are a well-organized, well-trained group that is well-entrenched on the campuses.

Many educators see a similarity between the "student power" demonstrations in this country and student violence in Latin America.

In many places in Latin America students have long been a law unto themselves. They have an important voice—in many cases the biggest voice—in running their universities. They dictate the hiring and firing of professors, control the curriculum and run the administration. They are complete control of the universities.

In the case of state institutions, where students pay nominal tuition fees, they are demanding complete control. The long-range objective is to supplant the present university system with a new, but unfettered social order.
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On-campus job interviews

Following are on-campus job interviews scheduled for all liberal arts, engineering, and management personnel. For appointments and additional information, interested students may see Mr. Melchert in the Placement Services. It is suggested that students show up for these interviews at 9 a.m. on the day of the interview to permit a 15-minute interview period.

Monday, October 21, 1968

Wallace-Business Forms Inc: Sales representatives, will include sales, systems and forms design as well as property serving existing accounts, (degree in Business Administration and Liberal Arts),

Tuesday, October 22, 1968

Illinois Bell Telephone Co: Marketing-sales trainees, management trainees, (all majors), management training program for women, computer programming and engineering (math majors), customer service work.

Westinghouse Electric Corp: Sales, design, product engineering, manufacturing, systems engineering, field service.

Bell Telephone Laboratories: Electrical engineers (B.S., M.S., and Ph.D.), mechanical, engineers (B.S., and M.S.), mathematicians, physicists, chemists and metallurgical engineers (all majors), graduate and science students (some law training or take it prior to employment), liberal arts (administrative or business activities).

Western Electric: Engineering, technology, mathematics (computer programming), accounting.

Johnson and Johnson: Engineers (all disciplines), accountants, production supervisors, chemists, industrial engineers.

Bureau of Public Roads: Civil engineers—planning, design, construction and administration of highways.

Wednesday, October 23, 1968

Illinois Bell Telephone Co: Refer to Oct 22, 1968, date.

People's Gas Light and Coke Company: Statistical accounting, market research, computer programming, statistical analysis, customer relations.

Illinois Central Railroad Co: Accountants, engineers, computer science, mathematics, business administration, transportation, liberal arts, personnel, purchasing, traffic, (Accounting and business administration majors).

Don's Annual Clearance

Sale

All Diamonds 30% Off

Watches 20% to 30% Off

STUDY LAMPS

HIGH INTENSITY LAMP WITH FLEXIBLE ARM COMPLETE WITH BULB PLUS EXTRA BULB-ONLY $3.97

BRASS COLOR METAL LAMP WITH FLEXIBLE ARM USE REGULAR LIGHT BULB-ONLY $3.97

FLOURESCENT DESK LAMP WITH FLEXIBLE ARM-COMPLETE WITH DAYLIGHT FLOURESCENT BULB-ONLY $6.49-

ALARM CLOCKS

ELECTRIC OR WIND-UP-BIG SELECTION FROM STYLES AND COLORS-$2.77 TO $5.29

PADLOCKS

MASTER PADLOCK-$1.87-$2.25 VALUE COMBINATION PADLOCKS-$1.00 REGULAR PADLOCKS-$0.49 TO $1.47 CHAIN BICYCLE LOCK-$1.00

Kansas prof to speak

The Rehabilitation Institute Colloquium will sponsor a lecture by James Sherman, University of Kansas professor at 8 p.m. Wednesday in Morris Library Auditorium.

"Generalized Matching to Sample of Pre-School Children" is the topic of the lecture.

New pass-fail Issues course planned for General Studies

A new course called "Issues of Today," to be instituted in General Studies in the winter quarter, will be offered on the pass-fail option basis.

The course, GSB 377, will be taught for three or four hours credit once a year and each time on a different and current topic, the current topic will be "Elections 1968," and the class will meet for three hours credit from 6:30 to 9 p.m. Tuesdays.

Enrollment in the class is limited to 35 students who have completed or will have completed 16 hours of GSB courses and/or other college level social science courses.

Sectioning enrollment cards for the course have not been completed yet. Students registering for the course will be notified of their names recorded in sectioning and may return a few days afterwards to complete the sectioning process.
Olympic preparation

Analysts seek crop substitute

By James Hodi

Vetch, a low green plant which covers the ground with a dense canopy and has lavender flowers, may some day be harvested commercial-
ly and replace alfalfa.

When this happens, it will be due to the efforts of people like Jim Faix, a research assis-
tant in the Department of Plant Industries. Faix cur-
rently is working on the prob-
lem of establishing vetch more quickly through experiments with fertilizer and other
nutrients.

At the present vetch doesn't yield as well as alfalfa and is slower to become es-
established in the fields. How-
ever, once it is established, vetch has a longer life and
resists the alfalfa weevil.

Faix is working with the
Crown vetch, a local variety.
The three common varieties of vetch in the United States are the Emerald Vetch in Iowa, the Pengi Vetch in Pennsylvania, and the Che-
mung Vetch in New York.

Faix points out that vetch is a soil stabilizer. It will toler-
ate poorer soil than al-
falfa and its roots have sod-
producing capabilities.

Faix sees a great future for the vetch in America. He has made contacts with authorities in other countries to obtain foreign varieties of the vetch for transplant in America.

Faix believes that one type of vetch growing in Iran may be the answer to preventing those almost yearly Los Angeles County brush fires. He also sees great pos-
sibilities for a vetch growing in Czechoslovakia and Poland which he believes could be transplanted in the Pacific Northwest for farming.

Fall lecture program
to continue in Lawson

The second lecture in the fall Botany-Physiology Lecture Series will be held at 4 p.m., Thursday in Room 131, Lawson Hall.

Deny O. Harris, University of Kentucky, will speak on the life history and nutrition of the algae Platidortina. He has been working with sub-
stances secreted by the alga which inhibit its growth, pos-
sibly opening the way for con-
control of algae in commercial
water supplies.

Alpha Gamma Delta takes
first place in TKE Olympics

Alpha Gamma Delta social sorority captured first place in the TKE Olympics Sunday by winning the balloon race, the leap frog contest and the tricycle race.

Not to be confused with the Olympic Games in Mexi-
co City, the TKE Olympics, sponsored by Tau Kappa Ep-
slion fraternity, were held at McAndrew Stadium.

Each campus sorority en-
tered women contestants in 10 different events ranging from a 50-yard dash to a greased-pig contest.

Alpha Kappa Alpha finished second and Sigma Kappa third.

Jan Walker, Sigma Kappa, was crowned TKE Olympic queen. Miss Walker is a junior from Carbondale.
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Dow State Personnel Inc.

103 S. Washington, Carbondale Also Rockford Edwardsville
Open 9-5 M-F; 9-12 Saturdays
WASHINGTON (AP) — The Supreme Court set the stage Monday for an historic attack on the power of military courts to try soldiers and sailors for crimes committed on leave and off post.

The appeal of an ex-Army sergeant convicted in the rape of a young girl in a Hawaiian hotel poses a threat to authority granted the military by Congress during the Civil War.

The court set the case down for argument later in the term as it took on several appeals that had piled up since its recess last June. Among them are major tests of the freedom of demonstrators and the power of unions to fine over-zealous workers.

But the justices refused to give up hearing the case on the premise that the justices gave Texas a chance to review its "disturbing the peace" law.

WASHINGDON (AP) — The stop-and-go 90th Congress ended quietly adjourned Monday after a session that produced some historic laws but left a stack of unfinished legislation, notably some political hot potatoes.

President Johnson has served notice he may call the Congress back to action at any time.

The Congress adjourned Tuesday after 100 House members and a dozen senators were on hand when the House met at 2 p.m. and the Senate at 3 p.m.

Most of the other members of Congress had already gone home to campaign with election day only three weeks away. Out of 432 House seats and a third of the 100 Senate seats up for grabs.

It was a sad ending for a quorum in the House that blocked adjournment Friday and Saturday after House passed a bill to open the way for radio-television debates by the three major presidential candidates.

The House group lead by Rep. James O'Hara, D-Mich., insisted that the quorum of 217 members to approve the usually perfunctory adjournment resolution. Too few members were in town to muster that number.

But after some wrangling over the issue at the Monday session O'Hara announced he was giving up because, he said, it was obvious the Senate would not act.

O'Hara said he decided to drop his delaying tactics after Vice President Hubert H. Humphrey has re- served one hour for televised debate next weekend and has invited Republican Richard M. Nixon and American Independent candidate George C. Wallace to appear with him.

Republican House Leader Gerald R. Ford of Michigan said a 44-41 vote by the Senate is rejecting legislation to open debates in the 1964 campaign might be called obstruction.

He said Humphrey and his running mate, Edmund S. Muskie of Maine had voted against that.

If Johnson does not call the Senate back the next meeting of Congress will be the new session opening Jan. 3. The President, however, can call the Senate back to act on the nuclear nonproliferation treaty without summoning the House.

The session, which began last Jan. 15, was interrupted by several recesses and was highlighted by some rare occurrences.

In the labor appeal, four machine operators are battling the AFL-CIO United Auto Workers Union, AFL-CIO which fined them $50 to $100 for going over production quotas set by the union at the Wisconsin Motor Corp., in Milwaukee.

The workers, Russell Schofield, Lawrence Hansen, Emil Stefanc and George Kevdal, lost in an appeal to the U.S. Circuit Court in Chicago last April.

The union rule, in effect since 1944, keeps incentive pay for piece-work work within specific limits. The objective, the UAW said, is to prevent biter contrasts between workers and to avoid dictating speed-ups.

New York City paralyzed by new union teacher strike

NEW YORK (AP) — The New York public school system with its 1.1 million pupils was paralyzed anew Monday by a city-wide teachers' strike, the third in five weeks of the fall term.

The issue was the same as the previous strike—cost of living and classroom education— -- the demand by the AFL-CIO United Federation of Teachers for reinstatement of 80 ousted white members in Negro and Puerto Rican Ocean Hill-Brownsville experimental school district in New York City.

"This could be a long one," said President Albert Shanker as his predominantly white 55,000-member union launched its latest walkout, which violates state law and which was held illegal by the courts in its earlier, second stage.

But Rhody McCoy, deposed Negro administrator of the eight Ocean Hill schools, disagreed. He declared: "I don't think Mr. Shanker will be able to hold out this time.

The latest strike focused around the reopening of Ocean Hill's Junior High School 271, where Shanker said he was 16 of the
Army serenades Ike on his 78th birthday

WASHINGTON (AP) — From his open hospital window, former President Dwight D. Eisenhower symbolically saluted the nation Monday on his 78th birthday.

It was his first public appearance since he entered Walter Reed Army Hospital exactly five months ago.

He had come there to recuperate from a heart attack suffered in California on April 24 — his fourth since 1955, but he suffered three more attacks since then while in the hospital, including the latest in mid-August from which he has been rated as making a "miraculous" comeback so far.

A musical serenade to the old warrior was provided by the Army band and chorus, more than 100 strong — standing on the hospital grounds beneath Eisenhower's third-story window.

After a fanfare by trumpeters, the band and chorus let go with "Happy Birthday, General Eisenhower, Happy Birthday To You..."

Eisenhower remained seated at the open window during the 15-minute musical program, which ranged from Army tunes to the "Beer Barrel Polka."

Salesmen trouble local residents

WASHINGTON (AP) — A new contract providing $7 per day in wages to salesmen of a three-year period for 80,000 soft coal miners was signed today.

"This is the best contract ever negotiated," said "Tony" Boyle, president of the United Mine Workers Union in signing the contract with the Bituminous Coal Operators Association.

"The miners had gone out to the striking miners in 22 states to return to work.

The contract provides an immediate $3 per day wage hike retroactive to Oct. 1, an additional $2 per day Oct. 1, 1969, and a final $2 daily Oct. 1, 1970.

Wages before the new agreement ranged from $27.25 to $30.25 per day.

The wage hikes in the new contract, which average out to $2.33 per day in each year of the contract, are the highest in the industry's history.
Engineering and Science at IBM

"The interdisciplinary environment keeps you technologically hot."

"Working in data processing today pretty much means you work in a broad spectrum of technologies," says Nick Donofrio.

An Associate Engineer at IBM, Nick is a 1967 graduate in Electrical Engineering. He's using his technical background to design circuits for computer memory systems.

"Circuit design used to be a narrow job," he says. "Today it can take you into the front yard of half a dozen different fields. In my job, for example, I work with systems design engineers, chemists, physicists, metallurgists, and programmers."

Nick describes a hypothetical case history: "A memory systems man comes to me with memory circuit requirements. Before I can start designing the circuit, I go to see a physicist. He helps me select an appropriate technology for the monolithic circuit.

"As the design develops, I work with a test group and also check back with the systems and semiconductor people to make sure I'm on the right track."

Keeping up

The interdisciplinary environment at IBM helps you keep up to date technologically. As Nick puts it, "You're constantly exposed to what's happening in other fields."

IBM needs technical graduates to work in research, design and development, manufacturing, product test, field engineering, and space and defense projects. We also need technical people in programming and marketing.

Visit your placement office

Sign up at your placement office for an interview with IBM. Or send a letter or resume to Irv Pfeiffer, IBM, Dept. C, 100 South Wacker Drive, Chicago, Illinois 60606.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

IBM
SIU Press, with 300 titles, now ranks fifteenth among universities

By Jan Pratt

The SIU Press now has 300 titles to its credit and ranks 13th among the 68 university presses in the country.

It apparently is a proud record, but one that Director Vernon Sternberg is modest about.

Sternberg explains that the university press ranking is based solely on the number of titles published annually.

The SIU Press distributes 10,000 volumes a month all over the world, he said, with 275,000 volumes in stock at this time.

The first book to bear the SIU Press imprint was "Pilot Study of Southern Illinois" by Charles C. Colby in 1956.

The SIU Press publishes mainly scholarly works in the areas in which the University is interested. Sternberg said books are published in the fields of history, journalism, law, math and many more.

Experimental texts, published for limited use, are not distributed to mass audiences.

Before submitting his manuscript for consideration, an author should be certain that his book is suitable for printing by the press he chooses, Sternberg said. Most publishers specialize in as many areas as possible, but they can't publish in all areas.

Sternberg is responsible for soliciting new manuscripts for consideration. He said the "flow of new manuscripts is life blood of a press."

The actual printing is not done at SIU. Books are submitted by book printers, he said. The manufacturing process of ordinary books takes six to eight months.

The SIU Press has two seasonal catalogues and one annual catalogue, containing books published or scheduled to be published by a certain date. The catalogue also contains the book prices, which range from 50 cents to $50 a set.

If 5,000 copies of a book are sold, Sternberg said, the book is considered remarkable. Sternberg called "Save Me the Waltz" by Zelda Fitzgerald an instant success. More than 10,000 copies of the book were sold.

The books are advertised in other media, such as magazines. Sternberg said the SIU Press also has foreign representatives selling the books abroad.

A good press, Sternberg said, does not place its stamp in a conspicuous place; the content of the book is more important. "We're really shy and modest,"

Sternberg added that the SIU Press is "dedicated to the advancement of learning and the dissemination of knowledge."

Sternberg explained that the SIU Press was established in 1956. The catalogue also contains the book prices, which range from 50 cents to $50 a set.

If 5,000 copies of a book are sold, Sternberg said, the book is considered remarkable. Sternberg called "Save Me the Waltz" by Zelda Fitzgerald an instant success. More than 10,000 copies of the book were sold.

The books are advertised in other media, such as magazines. Sternberg said the SIU Press also has foreign representatives selling the books abroad.

A good press, Sternberg said, does not place its stamp in a conspicuous place; the content of the book is more important. "We're really shy and modest,"

Sternberg added that the SIU Press is "dedicated to the advancement of learning and the dissemination of knowledge."

All quiet since Panama revolt

PANAMA (AP) - Heavily armed guards patrolled downtown streets Monday, ready to smash any serious resistance to the new civilian-military government.

But there were no signs of an organized response to the calls of deposed President Arnulfe Arias for "total war," a general strike or other forms of resistance. Arias remained in the U.S.-controlled Canal Zone where he took refuge after Friday's coup.

A Panama national guard spokesman said the country was quiet. The new civilian-military junta, installed Sunday at the presidential palace, appeared firmly in control.

Directing affairs of state from the heavily guarded presidential palace were the provisional president, Col. Jose M. Pinilla, 49, and Col. Bolivar Urrutia. Pinilla, a short, chunky career officer, was retired unexpectedly by Arias last week.

Expert Eyewear

A THOROUGH EYE EXAMINATION WILL BRING YOU

1. Correct Prescriptions
2. Correct Fitting
3. Correct Appearance

Service available for most eyewear while you wait

- Sun Glasses
- Contact Lenses
- Reasonable Prices

CONRAD OPTICAL
411 S. Illinois Dr., Lee's Summit, Missouri 64063

SHEAFFER's big deal gets you through 29 term papers, 3 book reports, 17 exams, 52 quizzes and 6 months of homework.

Sorry about that.

SHEAFFER's big deal means you can write twice as long. Because you get the long-writing Sheaffer dollar ballpoint plus an extra long-writing 49c refill free. All for just a dollar. How much do you think you can write?

The world's longest writing dollar ballpoint pen. SHEAFFER®
Cougars care troubles Edwardsville

By Inez Bencher

The SIU Saluki campus will be without its live cougar mascot, but the problem is keeping her.

The 98-pound female presently has a $5,000 yearly maintenance and care bill. Her temporary quarters are in the Edwardsville Humane Animal Hospital.

A spokesman from the campus Student Government Activi-
ties Office said bids now are being sought from contractors to build a permanent cage for the less-than-a-year-old cougar, Chemega. This way her living expenses will be reduced, the spokesman said.

Rumors were circulated around the campus that all worries about the cougar would be ended by killing and stuffing her. Although rumors received quick atten-
tion from an area taxidermist, the government-activities spokesman said there was no truth to them.

A student senator, the spokesman reported, jokingly made the suggestion of stuffing Chemega but was in no way intended to be taken seriously.

A campus fraternity, Alpha Phi Omega, got the cougar as a gift from a Texas donor last spring. The fraternity is in charge of her appearance, and the Cougar's Den (pop band members and cheerleaders) is charged with all other responsibilities.

Presently, half of her expense is being paid by Student Government Activities.

The academic affairs dean will assist in getting funds for the other half, the government-activities spokesman said.

Defiant Juror Sent to Jail

DECatur, Ill. (AP) - A railroad machinist who walked out on jury duty last week, went in his pajamas rather than pay a $75 contempt of court fine.

Vowing not to eat or drink during his stay in the Macon County Jail, the railroader, Donald E. Covemery, 30, said he would work off the fine at $5 a day rather than pay it.

He said the gesture was aimed at dramatizing his objections of the jury system. He complained that pay is too low, that a rule against note-taking by jurors impairs their ability to reach a fair verdict, and that "professional advice is not available" once deliberations have begun.

In September, Covemery took notes during his first day of jury duty.

Journalism addition bids set

The Illinois Building Authority will receive bids in Chicago Nov. 21 for construction of stage II of the SIU Communications Building.

The one-story 63,000 square foot addition to the north end of the existing building, will house the Department of Journalism and Printing and Photography, as well as the SIU film production unit and the Daily Egyptian.

Morris in Mexico

SIU President and Mrs. Doby W. Morris left Friday for Mexico to attend the Olympic games in Mexico City and visit several universities. They plan to return to Carbondale at the end of the month.
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Recreation Way plan

Little Grassy may change

By James Hodl

SIU students who live in University housing receive a tax break.

University-owned housing units are granted an exemption from Jackson County taxes by law.

As a result, local taxes for Carbondale property owners are higher, says John R. Parrish, Carbondale Township Assessor. Rent on off-campus dormitories and other off-campus housing units in themselves higher, Parrish added.

Carbondale, in order to accommodate the expanding student population, has had to pay for such improvements as wider streets, larger parks and a better fire department. These improvements mean what Carbondale has to offer, only the off-campus student and his parents can financially support the city as a result of the University's tax exemption.

The greatest tax paid in direct proportion to faculty is by those who rent apartments or houses. Since most rent-payers connected with SIU reside on the southwest side, where taxes are the highest, they will be paying the highest rent. Real estate taxes on the southwest side are on the average between $400 and $800 per year. Personal property taxes are assessed on furniture or televisions that are rented with the higher rent.

Parrish believes that SIU should pay some percentage to take some of the burden off the rest of Carbondale. He says the University agreed to such a proposal a few years ago but it was never sent to the State legislature.

People renting trailer homes are also required to pay taxes indirectly. Trailers are considered personal property and are taxed if they are owned in Jackson County all year.

One tax that all students and employees of SIU are responsible for paying is the tax on automobiles. Unless this tax is paid elsewhere in Illinois, it can be collected for in Carbondale. The tax on a car is, on average, about $75 annually.

Parrish says that taxes will go up as long as the University doesn't pay a percentage and continues to buy more Carbondale land. With the recent purchase of urban real estate, one of a sort of the burden was taken off the local tax base. The revenue that would come from taxing this land will thus be paid for in part from the state's income tax, which is to the University's advantage.

Personal property tax inequities prevail as University continues to acquire land

By James Hodl

An off-campus dormitory, 903 S. Washington St., will sponsor a series of six special programs this fall in cooperation with the Chicago Board of Jewish Rabbis.

Schwartz returns as visiting professor

Harvey W. Huey has returned to SIU as a visiting professor of marketing. He will teach courses in marketing theory, marketing management and product development during the 1966-67 school year.

Huey, emeritus professor of marketing at the University of Illinois, was at SIU during the 1966-67 school year. He is co-author of "Elements of Marketing," now in its seventh edition.

Technology Club film

The Technology Club will present the film "Fantasy Voyage" at 7:30 and 10:30 p.m., Oct. 25 in Furr Auditorium.
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Pom Pom Dancers to entertain

By Barb Leebens

Something flashy will be added when basketball season begins December 1. Pom pom girls will be fused into the SIU entertainment corps.

Under the leadership of Elleva Davidson, an instructor of dance in the Theater and Women's Physical Education Departments, the Pom Pom Dancers will be a first at Southern.

Originally from the Chicago area, Miss Davidson earned her bachelor's and master's degrees at the University of Michigan.

Initially, the idea for the SIU Pom Pom Dancers was introduced to Miss Davidson by Joe Lutz, SIU's baseball coach, who was impressed by the UCL.A pom pom ladies.

Enough girls are sought to form two squads of dancers. One will perform during the half of basketball games and the other group will dance between innings at the baseball games.

The purpose of the dancers will not be for aiding cheer leaders, but to entertain with pom poms to a dance-like routine.

During the baseball season the women will shed their pom poms and become go-go dancers to entertain the fans and hopefully distract the rival team.

"Any girl who can dance the frug or any of the popular dance steps of today can learn the steps necessary to be a pom pom girl," Miss Davidson said. "Basically the organization will be a self-run group, so we want enthusiastic girls."

To be eligible for the pom pom position, Miss Davidson said, a girl should have an ease and grace of movement, coordination and agility. She should have an enthusiastic and spunky personality, like to have fun, and enjoy meeting new people.

Miss Davidson, a great advocate of physical activity, believes the new group will benefit both sports and entertain the fans as well.

"There are unlimited advantages, that a girl would have if she were to become a pom pom girl here at SIU," Miss Davidson added. "The girl will be publicized widely, have unlimited opportunity to meet a wide variety of people, and obtain a self-satisfaction in knowing that she is entertaining people."

"Hopefully we'll have a lot of girls try out for the positions," Miss Davidson said. "The more we have out the bigger chance we'll have in organizing a talented group.

All girls who are interested should call the Athletic Department, 453-5311, and leave their name and telephone number until a try-out date can be arranged. The deadline is Friday.
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By Barb Leebens

Something flashy will be added when basketball season begins December 1. Pom pom girls will be fused into the SIU entertainment corps.

Under the leadership of Elleva Davidson, an instructor of dance in the Theater and Women's Physical Education Departments, the Pom Pom Dancers will be a first at Southern.

Originally from the Chicago area, Miss Davidson earned her bachelor's and master's degrees at the University of Michigan.

Initially, the idea for the SIU Pom Pom Dancers was introduced to Miss Davidson by Joe Lutz, SIU's baseball coach, who was impressed by the UCL.A pom pom ladies.

Enough girls are sought to form two squads of dancers. One will perform during the half of basketball games and the other group will dance between innings at the baseball games.

The purpose of the dancers will not be for aiding cheer leaders, but to entertain with pom poms to a dance-like routine.

During the baseball season the women will shed their pom poms and become go-go dancers to entertain the fans and hopefully distract the rival team.

"Any girl who can dance the frug or any of the popular dance steps of today can learn the steps necessary to be a pom pom girl," Miss Davidson said. "Basically the organization will be a self-run group, so we want enthusiastic girls."

To be eligible for the pom pom position, Miss Davidson said, a girl should have an ease and grace of movement, coordination and agility. She should have an enthusiastic and spunky personality, like to have fun, and enjoy meeting new people.

Miss Davidson, a great advocate of physical activity, believes the new group will benefit both sports and entertain the fans as well.

"There are unlimited advantages, that a girl would have if she were to become a pom pom girl here at SIU," Miss Davidson added. "The girl will be publicized widely, have unlimited opportunity to meet a wide variety of people, and obtain a self-satisfaction in knowing that she is entertaining people."

"Hopefully we'll have a lot of girls try out for the positions," Miss Davidson said. "The more we have out the better chance we'll have in organizing a talented group.

All girls who are interested should call the Athletic Department, 453-5311, and leave their name and telephone number until a try-out date can be arranged. The deadline is Friday.
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How SIU opponents fared

SIU's football opponents both past and future, were 1-0 over the weekend. Saluki opponents are indicated by all capital.

LOUISVILLE 16, TULSA 7
Northern Iowa 21, DRAKE 19,
North Texas State 17,
NORTHERN MICHIGAN 3
Cincinnati 31, TAMPA 28
University of Illinois at Chi-
cago 21, SOUTHWEST MISSOURI STATE 14
Pensacola Navy 38,
YOUNGSTOWN 38
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INSTANT EMPHASIZER

New standout pocket-model reference marker by Eberhard Faber makes words, titles, numbers, and main points stand out. In textbooks, reports, maps—on any kind of paper.

Pocket-size standout goes with you, marks the important stuff in either bright transparent yellow or pink for easy reference.

Won't show through paper, either. At your college bookstore.

standOUT 49¢

EGERHARD FABER
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This Regular 5¢ per copy, and other countries
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had a tremendous day, just
len gained 135 yards in 22
rushes. Bradley 104 yards
in 25
rushes.
Towers also said that the
second-string tackling team,
known as the "Mad Dogs," did a
good job.
In offensive department,
Towers stated, "They all
turned in a fine performance.
They kept Lamar Tech from
coming up with the big play.
The entire offensive unit, in
making too many errors, but
they are improving in all
Monteagle plays. We want to
play-they hustle and they
hit hard.
Southern sustained only
minor injuries. Wisz received
cut on the chin which re-
quired four stitches, while
Chuckie C's right backer Ted
Ewert and safety
Charles Gorov were just shaken.
"Lamar Tech of Beaumont,
Tex. is a tough team. They
are rich in football tradition.
They never gave up," Towers
said.
"But we can't rest on this
win because Dayton is really
strong. In defeating Louis-
ville 28-14 earlier this sea-
son, Lamar Tech just physically
beat them up, we must elimi-
nate all errors next week,
"Towers concluded.

HELP WANTED
Graduate job opportunity that you will not want to miss at 
Lamar date of Beaumont. Immediate start. Please apply at
the Personnel Office, Lamar Tech.

ƒ HOUSE WANTS

LOOK FOR FEEDBOOKS, 392-1837.

SECOND EDITION

Lamar, 856-6822.

SERVICES OFFERED

Long distance, C.1.1.

TRADE "HOMER"

Remember, it's a trade.


town

BEAUTY HONK

First class salon...

"LANE CUTTER"

Luna, 856-6809.

"LANE CUTTER"

Luna, 856-6809.

"LANE CUTTER"

Luna, 856-6809.

"LANE CUTTER"

Luna, 856-6809.
Ten fumbles recorded

**SIU grid team wins one**

By Dave Cooper

Oops! There it went again. Where did it go? Who recovered it? These were probably the most prevalent comments among the ball players during the SIU-Lamar Tech game.

The win was the first for SIU after dropping their first two games.

Each team fumbled the football away five times, but the Salukis were able to capitalize on the Cardinal miscues, and winged the birds 24-7.

Midway in the second period, 200-pound Saluki defensive end Bill Grainger recovered a fumble by Tech's quarterback, Bobby McDowell on the Cardinal 41 yard line. This was the first of two recoveries for Grainger.

This break seemed to trigger Southern's offense, and eight plays later, with 5:12 remaining in the half, they broke the scoreless duel on a 40-yard field goal by Mike Bradley.

A fourth quarter SIU touchdown was set up by another Lamar Tech fumble. Redbird fullback Bob Fazzino had the ball jarred loose at midfield and it was fallen on by Saluki middle linebacker Dale Dickhurst. Then nine plays later tailback John Quillen dashed four yards for the score.

Starting quarterback Tom Wizl lost the ball on fumbles three times, two of which were within the Card five yard line. In the first quarter he fumbled on Lamar Tech's four yard line, and in the second frame he had it stolen on Tech's three yard line. Wizl's final miscue came in the final stanza when he lost the ball on the Redbird 44 yard line.

Fullback Tony Parola and split end Doug Hollinger rounded out the Saluki fumblers with one each, but neither were costly.

Grainger pounced on two Lamar Tech fumbles, while Dickhurst, end Dave Krieman and linebacker Bill Patrick fell on one apiece.

Concerning the Salukis "fumbles," Coach Dick Towers stated, "This is as poor a day as I've ever had with fumbles."

"They were caused by poor execution and bad timing among the center, the quarterback and the running backs. But I take the blame because I guess we haven't worked on it enough. In order to remedy this situation we'll just have to practice more."

"We expected the offense to move because Lamar Tech's defensive line is less experienced than Loidville's or Tulsa's," Towers said. And move it did--437 total yards.

Towers continued by saying, "The blockers are young, but they are getting better. The whole interior offensive line--right end Earl Collins, tackle Rich Smith and Bob Huddspeth, guards Chip Marlow and Dan Shields and center Terry Corham--displayed one of the best efforts I've seen since I've been here."

Towers commented that in general the offensive unit played good ball, but hopes that Roger Kuba, the regular fullback, will be back next week because the Salukis need a better running and blocking job from that position. He also indicated that as it stands now Wizl will start at quarterback again next week.

Quillen and Bradley both

(Continued on page 15)